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1 Introduction
A communication system conveys information from one location to another. In general we want to con-
vey information, which is a somewhat abstract idea, via a physical, very non-abstract channel. A typical
communications system is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Elements of a communication system

The source generates information. The form of this information varies: It may be temporally discrete
or continuous. In addition each value might be quantized or continuous. The input signal is the concrete
expression of the source information, possibly transformed via a transducer (e.g. a microphone) that con-
verts the signal to a form (e.g. electricity) that can be used by the transmitter. The transmission channel
conveys the signal from the transmitter to the receiver. This will frequently involve modulation, which is
the introduction of a carrier wave to aid in transmission of the signal, and possibly source coding which
transforms the data into a form that can be transmitted and received efficiently. The transmission channel
is the media that conveys the signal. The transmission channel normally will not preserve the transmitted
signal.

The received signal is changed in ways that have to be characterized to be compensated and corrected.
The fundamental limitations of the channel are dictated by bandwith and noise.

The concept of bandwidth loosely is a measure of speed. When a signal changes rapidly in time,
its frequency content, or spectrum, extends over a wide range. We then say that the signal has a large
bandwidth. The channel usually has a limited capacity to carry a signal of arbitrary bandwidth and even
signals that are within the bandwidth capacity of the channel are normally distorted by the channel.

Noise also imposes a second fundamental limitation on information tranmission. Noise is an unavoid-
able consequence of kinetic theory. At any tempeature above absolute zero, thermal energy causes mi-
croscopic particles such as electrons to generate random currents or voltages called thermal noise. In-
terference from other transmission channels also added a type of noise to data transmission. We measure
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Figure 2: Sinusoidal waveform

noise relative to an information signal in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio, S/N. If thermal noise is low
then the thermal noise goes unnoticed. As the data channel is stretched to its limit of bandwidth and/or
distance noise becomes more of a concern. Amplification of the signal will also amplify the noise so this
doesn’t improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Shannon (1948), who is the father of information theory found
the fundamental relationship that provides the fundamental relationship that provides an upper limit on the
channel capacity for a given bandwidth B:

C = B log(1 + S/N) (1)

The first part of this course will deal with the characterization and analysis of the transmission channel.

2 Line Spectra

2.1 Phasors and Line Spectra
Consider the familar sinusoidal waveform v(t) plotted in figure 2. By convention we express the waveform
as a cosine function and write:

v(t) = A cos(ω0t + φ) (2)

where A is the peak maplitude and ω0 is the radian frequency. The phase angle φ represents the fact that
the peak has been shifted away from the time origin by a factor of t = − φ

ω0

radians. This signal is periodic
with a period of

f0 =
1

T
=

ω0

φ
(3)

We normally will use Euler’s theorem

e±jθ = e±iθ = cos θ ± i sin θ (4)

Note that in engineering the symbol j is sometimes substituted for the symbol i in which is the standard
for

√
−1 as is the convention in mathematics. We can then write equation 2 as

v(t) = A cos(ω0t + φ) = A Re[ei(ω0t+φ)] = Re[Aeiωteiφ] (5)

This is called a phasor representation because the term inside the brackets may be viewed as a rotation
vector in the complex plane ans shown in figure

To describe the same phasor in the frequency domain we draw two plots with associated amplitude and
phase for every frequency f0.
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Figure 4: The line spectrum
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7-10*cos(40*3.14159*t - (3.14159/3))+4*sin(120*3.14159*t)

Figure 5: Equation 8

1. In all our spectral drawings the independent variable will be in cyclical frequency rather f hertz,
rather than radial frequency ω, which is just 2πf .

2. Phase angle will be measured with respect to cosine waves. Sine waves need to be converted to
cosines via the identity

sin ωt = cos(ωt − 90o). (6)

3. We regard amplitude to be a positive quantiy. Thus

−A cos(ωt) = A cos(ωt ± 180o). (7)

4. Phase angles are expressed in degree or radians. Context will normally prevent confusion.

To illustrate these conventions, consider the signal

w(t) = 7 − 10 cos(40πt − 60o) + 4 sin 120πt (8)

shown in figure 5. Writing this equation as the sum of cosines gives

w(t) = 7 cos 2π0t + 10 cos(2π20t + 120o + 4 cos(2π60t − 90o) (9)

The drawing 9 is called a one sided line spectra. Another type of spectral representation turns out to be
more valuable, even though the counter intuitive notion of negative frequencies is introducted. We use the
equation

A cos(ωot + φ) =
A

2
eiφeiωot +

A

2
e−iφe−iωot (10)

so now we have a pair of conjugate phasors. For each amplitude we have an identical amplitude with a
negative frequency and for each phase we have a negative phase at the negative frequency, see figure 8.

In general the amplitude spectrum is an even function and the phase spectum is an odd function in
frequency.
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Figure 6: Phasor diagram for equation 9
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Figure 8: The line spectrum
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2.2 Periodic Signals and the Average Power
The instantaneous power that a circuit expends on a resistor with resistance R is given by the product of
the voltage V and the current I .

P = V I (11)

Using Ohm’s law V = IR we get the relationship

P = RI2. (12)

Thus the power goes like the voltage (or current) squared. The squared realationship between power (or
energy) and the carrier of the electromagnetic signal is true for a great range of technologies (radio, light
waves, sound waves). Thus the power (or energy) spectrum of a signal is of great importance. If the signal
changes with time we can define the average value of the power as the integral

p =< v(t) >= lim
S→∞

1

S

∫ S/2

−S/2

v2(t)dt (13)

The energy of a signal (if defined) is simply the integral of the signal squared over time.

E =

∫ ∞

−∞

v2(t)dt (14)

This type of signal is called an energy signal.
If the signal is periodic with period, T , The energy is normally not well defined, being infinite. These

types of signal are called power signals. The power can be defined as the finite integral over one period

< v(t) >=
1

T

∫ T/2

−T/2

v2(t)dt. (15)

3 Fourier Series
If a signal is periodic with period T0 = 1/f0 we can expand it in a exponential Fourier series.

v(t) =

n=∞∑
n=−∞

cnei2πnf0t (16)

where cnis

cn =
1

T0

∫
T0

0

v(t)ei2πnf0tdt
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